
Formal Farewell Letter

[Your Name]

[Your Address]

[City, State, ZIP Code]

[Email Address]

[Phone Number]

[Date]

[Recipient's Name]

[Recipient's Title]

[Company/Organization Name]

[Address]

[City, State, ZIP Code]

Dear [Recipient's Name],

I hope this letter finds you in good health and high spirits. It is with mixed emotions that I write this

formal farewell letter to express my gratitude and bid farewell as I embark on a new chapter in my

journey.

After much contemplation and consideration, I have decided to pursue a new opportunity that aligns

with my personal and professional aspirations. It was not an easy decision to make, as my time at

[Company/Organization Name] has been incredibly rewarding and enriching.

I am profoundly grateful for the experiences, knowledge, and skills I have gained during my tenure

here. The support, guidance, and camaraderie I have received from you, my colleagues, and the

entire team have played a pivotal role in shaping my growth and development.

I want to express my heartfelt appreciation for the trust you have placed in me and for the countless

opportunities to contribute to the success of [Company/Organization Name]. I am proud of what we

have accomplished together and will carry the valuable lessons learned here with me throughout my

career.



Please know that my decision to leave was not made lightly, and I leave with a heavy heart.

However, I am excited about the challenges and possibilities that lie ahead, and I am confident that

this new path will allow me to continue making meaningful contributions in my field.

As I prepare to depart, I want to assure you that I am committed to ensuring a smooth transition. I

am more than willing to assist in any way possible to help facilitate the handover process and

ensure minimal disruption to ongoing projects.

I would like to take this opportunity to extend my best wishes for the continued success and growth

of [Company/Organization Name]. I have no doubt that the team's dedication and hard work will

propel the organization to even greater heights.

While I may be leaving my current role, I am not saying goodbye to the wonderful relationships I

have formed here. I genuinely hope to stay in touch and possibly cross paths again in the future.

Thank you once again for everything. It has been an honor and a privilege to be a part of the

[Company/Organization Name] family. Please do not hesitate to reach out to me at [Email Address]

or [Phone Number] should you need anything or simply wish to stay connected.

Wishing you and the entire team all the best.

Warm regards,

[Your Full Name]

[Your Signature (if sending a physical letter)]

---

Please note that this is a general template and can be customized further based on your specific

situation and relationship with the recipient. Make sure to proofread and adjust the content as

needed before sending it out.


